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Abstract

Object-based (i.e. classless) models are very effective for elucidating requirements from users, and they support exploratory programming and rapid prototyping. On the other hand, class-based models are preferred to perform design and implementation, providing descriptive power and some types of error checking. We consider the evolution of object-based models into class-based production systems. One of the most difficult problems of this transition is the change from explicit description of individuals to implicit description of class instances. Reorganization support aims to make the system structures and properties evident and enforceable. Structural properties are useful to organize the code regardless of its meaning, and automated support can be enlisted to identify potential structures and properties, leaving the programmer with choice of alternative workspace organizations.

We analyze the organization and management of classless objects, regarding the goals of redundancy elimination and consistency maintenance, and how these goals are complicated by the existence of two mechanisms of object creation, cloning and extension (split objects). We present a classification of sharing and extension patterns in terms of the two basic mechanisms, and argue for a metrics-based approach to incremental reorganization. Finally, we propose in detail a set of abstractions with increasing descriptive power and consistency requirements: groups (untyped descriptions of structure and inheritance), families (partially typed descriptions of objects structure and inheritance, with monomorphic typing\(^1\) and consistency maintenance), and types (fully typed descriptions of families interfaces, with polymorphic typing by subtyping and relating implementation hierarchy to typed interfaces).

\(^1\)We call "monomorphic types" to types that do not allow subtypes, such as types in C (coercion is not subtyping)
1 Introduction

Recent research and practice have shown that object-oriented analysis (OOA) is a powerful tool for capturing system requirements in the early stages of development (for example, see [MP92, SM88, WBWW90, RBP+91] for some assessment of several OOA techniques). Some of these techniques (e.g., [Ner92, HH82]) make use of object-based models (i.e. with objects but no classes) due to their usefulness in representing real-world knowledge about the user’s and system’s domain and requirements. Object-based models allow the representation of concepts without a priori classifications; [Lie86]; support a customer dialog in which similarities to and differences from concrete objects can be detected and discussed; [BS84, Gom83]; and provide the flexible development needed for rapid prototyping [GS81].

Other experiences have shown [MP92, WBJ90, Boo90, Mey88] that development stages after requirements analysis instead benefit greatly of structural and behavioral formalization and predictability. Classes [GR89] turn the explicit description of individual objects into an intensional description of groups of objects; this simplifies the system description, allows code reuse, and supports change propagation. Typing \(^2\) [Mey90a] (particularly static typing) is considered necessary for the development of large and commercial systems, since it supports reusing existing code without modifying it, allows to detect certain classes of errors by static examination, helps to document the system, and facilitates optimizations of the compiled code.

Without going as far as Meyer, who has argued [Mey90b] that classes and not objects should be the actual stuff of object-oriented development, we believe that formalization of structure and classification is necessary if a development effort is to result in an industrial-strength system. Short of imposing class-based approaches on early stages, an approach we want to avoid the only remaining option is to consider the evolution of object-based requirements models into class-based. Along this path, programming flexibility and exploratory attitudes are traded for automatic error checking, enforceable behavior restrictions, and efficiency. Our goal is to be able to develop systems in a relatively loose format, free of syntactic hassle, which could be systematically transformed into a more structured and robust form.

One of the most difficult problems of this transition is the change from explicit description of individuals to implicit description of class instances. Reorganization support aims to make the system structures and properties evident and enforceable. Structural properties are not enough, but they are useful to organizing the code regardless of its meaning. Automated support can be enlisted to identify potential structures and properties, but in the end it is the programmer who must give validity and meaning to the workspace organization.

In this paper, we consider the reorganization needs of an object-based system evolving into a type-based system. We start by analyzing the organization and management of isolated objects, regarding the issues of redundancy elimination, objects extension and consistency maintenance in workspaces of isolated objects. Finally, we propose in detail a set of abstractions with increasing descriptive power and consistency requirements: groups, untyped descriptions of structure and inheritance (supporting sharing, no consistency, and explicit object creation); families, partially typed descriptions of objects structure and inheritance, with monomorphic typing \(^3\) and consistency maintenance (supporting sharing, consistency, and implicit object creation); and types, fully typed descriptions of families interfaces, with polymorphic typing by subtyping and relating implementation hierarchy to typed interfaces (defining conformance restrictions).

\(^2\)In this paper we make a careful distinction between classes (an implementation mechanism based on encapsulation, templates and code extension) and typing (a relationship among protocol interfaces).

\(^3\)We call "monomorphic types" to types that do not allow subtypes, such as types in C (coercion is not subtyping).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the object model over which our mechanism is built; Section 3 examines the issues and mechanism involved in organizing and managing object workspaces; Section 4 describes our support for incremental organization, based on abstraction levels coupled with local-scope metrics; Section 5 describes groups and their operations and reorganization criteria; Section 6 discusses families, their representation, operations, reorganizations criteria, consistency maintenance, and their relationship with conventional classes; Section 7 introduces types, the relationship between types and conventional classes, their representation and operations, and their relationship with families; and 8 present our conclusions.

2 A simple object model

In this section, we define some terms that will be used throughout the paper. The basic entities are features and objects. A features is a named reference to an object. An object is either composite (a set of features) or a method. Features can be marked as “delegating features”, and the object referenced by it is called a parent object of the feature holder.

The basic operations on an object are cloning, which creates a copy of it; addition and removal of features; modification of a feature, which alters its reference; and message sending. If the message receiver is a method, it is executed; if the receiver has a feature which matches the message, this one is forwarded to the object referenced by the feature; otherwise, it searches (recursively) among its parent objects for a matching feature to which forward the message.

A “cloned set” is created whenever an object is modified. The set holds this initial object, plus any objects created by cloning a member of the set, minus any set members that are modified. Notice that our definition does not require the existence of a distinguished prototype, nor even the continued existence of the initial object.

3 Organization and management of objects

In object-based systems, the lack of (explicit) support for higher level abstraction and for intensional sets creates two kinds of problems:

1. Change propagation: since there is no clear concept of equivalence or compulsory set membership ("clones set" are usually unknown to the programmer), any change to an object raises the question (or even worse, skips it altogether) if the change should also be applied to its clones or to its extensions (see Section 3.2).

2. Replication control: many objects may have identical immutable parts, taking up space due to its replication. The control, if not elimination, of replication, entails sharing some common elements, either explicitly through delegation or implicitly through a higher-level abstraction.

The severity of these two concerns depends greatly on the system policies for sharing among objects and for objects extension. In the following subsections, we introduce these two issues, and then discuss the effects of different combinations of sharing and extension policies.

---

4 By adding, removing or modifying features.
5 Sets created by description rather than enumeration.
3.1 Sharing

We separate the features of an object into *immutable* features, which are not meant to change during the object's lifetime and record the object's static properties, and *mutable* features, which do change and are used to record the object state. Clearly, these two kinds of features can be physically separated to improve space-use efficiency, since all immutable features are (by definition) identical among the members of a set of clones.  

Some mechanism to distinguish mutable and immutable features are feature annotations (indicating “const-ness”) and system detection of common values among several objects; these mechanisms help to automate the identification and separation wherever possible.

Several approaches to this separation and sharing exist:

- **Ignored:** the issue is fully ignored. This alternative is mostly academic, since real systems would quickly suffer the effects of indiscriminate replication of essentially identical material.

- **System-simulated:** the problem is acknowledged, but is considered just an implementation issue underlying a programmer’s vision of objects as fully autonomous. This includes the Kevo language [Tai92], which provides sharing between apparently self-sufficient objects, and the “virtual copies” proposed by Mittal *et al* [MBK86].

- **Via delegation:** the sharing is explicit and visible to the programmer, who must determine what is shared and what is individual among clones. This is the model used in the Self language [US87], where “traits” objects hold shared slots, and “prototypes” and their clones hold individual state. The above mentioned approaches can be used to implement this one, as in fact Self [UCCH91] uses “maps” to support sharing among clones.

- **Implicit:** the issue of sharing is abstracted into membership in a group denoted by a common description of features. This is the case in class-based [CW85] languages like Smalltalk [GR89] and C++[Str86], where “classes” hold both shared members and an implicit prototype. Any of the above mentioned approaches can be used to implement this one, with the caveat that it be visible to the implementor but not to the programmer.

Figure 1 illustrates how a clones set (with members labeled A for simplicity) can be represented with either no-sharing, system-simulated sharing, or delegation-based sharing.

Figure 2 shows how the cloning and extension operations are combined: if a split object is to be cloned, then this operation must actually clone the hierarchy of data parents rather than just the object itself.

3.2 Objects extension

The basic operation to create new objects is cloning, which produces a copy another object. Systems with delegation also offer extension, where a new object is built as an incremental modification to another. (See Figure 3 for an example of creating a Student by either cloning an existing Student or extending an existing Person). In this case (“programming by extension”), new objects (or classes, if they exist) can be defined as *extensions* of existing ones; this relationship preserves the original object integrity, and allows automatic propagation of changes from an object’s to its extensions.

---

6We would like to remark here that the distinction between mutable/immutable traits is orthogonal to the one between data/methods; for example, callbacks and error handlers are certainly mutable features even in conventional programming.
(a) NO SHARING  (b) SYSTEM-SIMULATED  (c) SHARING OF FACTORIZED IMMUTABLE TRAITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cloning</th>
<th>object’s immutable part</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>traits (shared behavior)</td>
<td>object’s mutable part</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Factoring of immutable traits

(a) MONOLITHIC PROTOTYPE  (b) SPLIT PROTOTYPE
(using concatenation)  (using delegation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cloning</th>
<th>object’s immutable part</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data parent (extended structure)</td>
<td>object’s mutable part</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Cloning of extended objects
The extended object is composed of the desired object(s), plus a new object containing any additional features (see Figure 3). Several representation options exist:

- **Delegation**: an extended object is implemented as if having “components” [NGT92]: the new features are defined into an object, and the original object(s) become parents, remaining untouched. Dony et al. call these *split objects* [DMC92]. This avoids redundancy and facilitates change propagation. In Self, objects extended this way are called *data-parents* of their extensions.

- **Concatenation**: a new object is built by copying the object to be extended and then modifying it to satisfy the required extension. This is the extension paradigm used in Kevo [Tai92]. This model is conceptual cleaner than delegation, since it supports self-sufficient objects by avoiding dependencies; on the other hand, it suffers of possible inconsistencies and certainly of replication. Notice that concatenation can be implemented using delegation and split objects; the key point is that the programmer can be safely unaware of this.

- **Implicit**: the process of extension itself is hidden by some abstraction. The programmer is not aware of object extension, but class extension can take its place. Smalltalk and C++ provide “subclassing”, by which the implicit class-held prototypes are actually extended; instances created from a sub-class are themselves monolithic, even though classes themselves are both viewed and implemented as split objects [Tai92]. Implicit object extension can also be implemented using split objects or concatenation.  

### 3.3 Interaction of policies

Let’s consider how the interaction of mechanism for redundancy elimination and for objects extension affects object organization modes. Our exposition is graphically shown in Figure 4.

---

7. Not unlike the "cut-and-paste" paradigm.

8. In fact, Stein has shown [Ste87] that inheritance is subsumed by delegation.
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Figure 4: Extension and factorization
and it is summarized in Table 3.3. For all combinations of three factors, we evaluate the degree of change propagation and replication control available to the programmer. The factors are:

1. **Factorization:** whether the immutable features of an object reside in the object itself (the *individual*) or in a shared object (called *traits*, as in Self), which is accessed through delegating references;

2. **Traits splitting:** if the immutable features reside in a traits object, whether this object is a single object (*monolithic traits* built using concatenation) or is a *split traits*, built using delegation.

3. **Prototype splitting:** whether the mutable features of an object reside in a single object (*monolithic prototype*) or in several delegation-concatenated objects (*split prototype*).

The first row corresponds to self-sufficient objects, with no sharing. If only concatenation extension exists, then delegation (and sharing) have no place in the model; change propagation must be explicit, and replication is maximal. If the model allows for split objects, then delegation is used only to support data-parents (i.e. objects sub-parts); propagation of changes from objects to their extensions is immediate, but changes to clones sets must be explicit.

The second row describes object models which allow sharing of a traits object with common immutable features, but the traits cannot be a split object itself. This means that a traits extending another one must replicate it; however, this will not produce as much replication as the previous cases. The propagation of changes from the originally extended traits must be done either separately (e.g. by a mechanism supporting a more abstract system on top of this), or in an ad hoc manner. The first one is the way that C++ objects are *implemented* [Str86]: a large table referencing the class members, and instances with inherited members as sub-parts.

The third row considers object models which allow sharing of traits and that the traits itself be a split object. These two cases provide minimal replication for all immutable features in the object workspace. If objects are also allowed to be split, we have a situation of maximal change propagation for immutable features (which are propagated along the delegation lattice), minimal replication of features; propagation of instance structure changes requires the existence of higher levels of abstraction, such as classes. In fact, this last model is how C++ programmers *perceive* their system: classes defined by extension, and instances with superclass parts as components.

Notice that case (d) in Figure 4 is at best redundant, and at worst ambiguous, since any instance of \((A + B)\) inherits actually two sets of \((A)\text{traits}\): one from its own, and one from the \((A + B)\text{traits}\). The solutions to this situation (see Figure 5) all involve making the \((A)\) part of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>immutable part location</th>
<th>monolithic prototype (extension by concatenation)</th>
<th>split prototype (extension by delegation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>individual</td>
<td>Figure 2(a)</td>
<td>Figure 2(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared (traits)</td>
<td><em>monolithic</em></td>
<td>Figure 4(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>split</em></td>
<td>Figure 4(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Figure 4(b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Combining extension and factorization

---

\(^9\)Unless the system itself implements one of the other models beneath the programmer’s interface, like Self’s “maps” [UCCH91]

---
cloning

traits (shared behavior)
data parent (extended structure)

Figure 5: Solutions to Redundant Inheritance

\((A+B)_{\text{proto}}\) to be a copy of \((A)_{\text{proto}}\), rather than \((A)_{\text{proto}}\) itself; consequently, the advantage of split prototypes are lost. Notice that having a “blind-alley” copy of \((A)_{\text{proto}}\), i.e. with no parents, is valid because the “self” for \((A + B)\) instances refers to their \((B)\) part.

These difficulties to combine split prototypes and monolithic traits seem to point a fundamental limitation to the split-ness of prototypes, namely that it cannot exceed their traits’ split-ness.

4 Support for Increasing Organization

We propose a mechanism for reorganizing delegation-based workspaces into strongly typed systems has been presented. This evolution is based on three abstractions of increasing descriptive power and consistency requirements:

1. Untyped groups describing structure and inheritance.

2. Incrementally typed families describing objects structure and inheritance, which enable monomorphic typing.

3. Fully typed types describing family interfaces, which enable polymorphic typing by subtyping.

The consistency requirements of these three level increases with the available information: groups only require consistency of descriptions, families require consistency of instances with descriptions, and types require consistency of families with interfaces.
The distinction between inheritance for code reuse and for polymorphism is central to our effort. This reflects in the existence of monomorphic, code-oriented families versus polymorphic, interface-oriented types.

5 Basic Workspace Reorganization

A first level of support for classless programming can be achieved by providing operations that allow programmers to reorganize the object workspace to transform common aspects into shared ones.

Experience in classless programming [UCCH91] has found it reasonable to organize the workspace by providing two separate objects for each group of related and similar objects. The Self World [UCCH91] uses two elements for this purpose: a traits holding the shared behavior and data, and a prototype from which new objects can be cloned. Structural similarity is achieved among clones, and sharing is achieved by making all the clones to delegate on the traits.

This style of programming can be described as using class-like structures in a classless language. Unfortunately, once the moment for reorganizing the workspace arrives, the programmer must manipulate all the involved objects by himself, i.e. detect similarities, create the traits and prototype objects, and modify existing objects to inherit from the traits. Even worse, changes in the prototype do not reflect in existing clones, unless an excruciating search-and-modification operation is conducted.

We believe that reorganizations should not be postponed just because of their associated housekeeping chores. But the process cannot be fully automated either, because many decisions require an understanding of what some objects are intended for and how they will be used in the future. What is needed is a tool capable of identifying potential organizations, creating appropriate descriptions automatically, administering these descriptions by providing operations on them, maintaining these descriptions consistently in the presence of changes, and enforcing them over all objects that are indicated as its instances.

We define a group as a collection of objects (its instances) with identical structure and common inheritance, plus a way of creating instances. A group is implemented by a clonable (used to create new instances) and a sharable (the common inheritance); the collection of instances is not explicitly handled. The reason for this is that groups are intended as low overhead, intermediate steps in further reorganizations.

Notice that the similarity of group instances with each other and with the group clonable holds only when they are created, since both structure and inheritance of instances may be modified later. In spite of this source of inconsistency, groups are the fundamental structure that can be discerned using structural comparisons, henceforth the primary concept to deal when reorganizing the workspace. In later sections, groups will be extended with consistency maintenance and domain restrictions.

In the following subsections we introduce a representation for groups, present some operations to create and maintain them, and explain how prospective groups can be identified from the workspace.

5.1 Representation of Groups

Groups are similar to the representation for classes in the Self World, as described in [UCCH91]. A group is defined using two objects, which can be directly examined and manipulated. They are:
- **Sharable**: an object which slots hold the data and methods shared by all the group instances. All the group instances inherit from this object.

- **Clonable**: an object which can be cloned to create new group instances. One of its slots is a delegating slot which references the group sharable; since it is copied when cloning, clones also delegate on the sharable.

Groups implementation has minimal overhead, because their definition does not involve any consistency rules to be represented and maintained.

### 5.2 Criteria for Similarity

The ”similarity” of slots and objects is a concept that needs more clarification before the more complex operations and criteria are discussed. We define the following relationships among slots and objects.

1. Two slots are *name-similar* if they have equal name.
2. Two slots are *value-similar* if they have equal value.
3. Two slots are *similar* if they have equal name and value.
4. Two objects are *structure-similar* if their corresponding sets of *slot names* are equal (without considering ordering).
5. Two objects are *inheritance-similar* if their corresponding sets of *delegating slots* are equal, i.e. if their delegating slots are similar. This is the case when the two objects share inheritance.
6. Two objects are *similar* if they are structure-similar and inheritance-similar.

### 5.3 Operations on Groups

We provide several operations to create and manipulate groups. These operations are explained in greater detail in [ARS91].

1. **Factorization**: given a set of objects and a sharable, makes each object to inherit from the sharable and removes any ”redundant” slots in each object (i.e. any method slot that is *value-similar* to a slot in the sharable).

2. **Completion**: given a set of objects and a clonable, each object is ”completed” by adding to it all slots in the clonable.

3. **Synthesis**: given a set of objects, creates a new group from them. For this, all methods that are *value-similar* in all objects are factored out and inserted in a sharable, from which all (now) instances must inherit; and all other slots that are *name-similar* in all objects are copied in a new clonable.

4. **Distribution**: given a sharable, a clonable, a set of slots and a set of objects, removes those slots from the shared sharable and inserts them into each object that formerly inherited it from the sharable.
5.4 Identification of Potential Groups

To be able to identify groups and modify objects to become group instances, we can use the relationships previously defined among slots and objects. However, they only allow to identify "easy" groups (i.e. with very alike elements), so we extend the concept of similarity to handle approximate matchings. Again, further details may be found in [ARS91].

In this paper we present these relationship in informal terms:

1. If the slot set of $O_1$ is a subset of the slot set of $O_2$, then $O_1$ is structure-smaller than $O_2$.

2. If there are two objects $O_1$ and $O_2$, and neither of them is structurally smaller, but they do have common slots, then we say that $O_1$ is $X\%$-structure-similar to $O_2$ where $X$ is the percentage of the $O_1$ slot names that are in both objects. Note that this "similarity" is not symmetric.

Using these relationships, we can formulate several heuristics for identifying potential groups and performing the corresponding reorganizations. For example:

1. If several objects are structure-similar, then a group can be synthesized from them.

2. If several objects are $X\%$-structure-similar both ways above certain threshold, then a group can be synthesized from them.

3. If an object $O_1$ is structure-smaller than an object $O_2$, then a factorization of $O_1$ by $O_2$ can be done (i.e. the "bigger" object becomes parent of the "smaller" one, which also loses its redundant slots).

6 Families

The groups described in Section 5 are useful to document design and provide a first level of reorganization based on structural similarity. An unfortunate characteristic of groups, however, is that their instance sets remain implicit. This allows for a low overhead, but also hampers any attempt at keeping consistency. Without the notion of instance set, the consistency of a group definition with its instances is an empty concept, since such instances are nowhere explicit. Modifications to the group's definition (e.g. to the clonable) do not reflect on the existing instances, but do affect new ones. To give meaning to consistency, we introduce the concept of family.

A family denotes both a set of objects (its instances) and a set of common properties on them, which must be kept throughout changes to workspace and to family definition. In particular, the properties described by a family are restrictions on the structure and on the slot values of its instances. It could be said that families are groups plus consistency plus simple typing.

Restrictions on instances structures are expressed by extending the concept of group (from the previous section) to enforce consistency, because families describe long-lived relations among definitions and instances, not just similarity at the creation of instances.

Restrictions on slots values are expressed using tags. Each slot $S$ may be tagged with a reference to some family definition $F$; such a tag indicates that $S$ can hold only references to instances of $F$.

The concept of family allows us to introduce the simplest kind of static type checking: monomorphic typing, where one object belongs to at most one type (no subtyping). We postpone
the discussion of polymorphism until we define types (in Section 7), because we want to separate inheritance for code reuse from inheritance for polymorphism.

There is no obligation for all slots to be tagged, so restrictions on domains can be done incrementally along with the progressive organization of the workspace. The classes found in conventional strongly-typed object-oriented languages correspond to families with all slots already tagged.

Families can be created around an existing group, or they may be synthesized from a set of objects. These objects can themselves be family descriptions, providing a straightforward generation of sub- and super-families from existing ones.

In the following subsections we compare families with conventional classes, introduce a representation for families, present some operations to create and maintain them, explain how prospective families can be identified from the workspace, and consider the effect of normal workspace operations on the consistency of families.

6.1 Use of Families

Family tags are used to restrict the domain of slot values; in this respect they play a role similar to traditional type declarations. As in traditional type systems, the tag of a slot indicates a family whose slots may have tags which reference other families, and so forth. To put an end to this recursion, some primitive families are needed. Here we consider only one, INT, which "instances" are all the representable integer numbers.

The fact that families are tagged incrementally creates some problems when trying to compare tags using untagged slots. For conceptual uniformity, we assume that all objects which are not instances of some family are members of the ANY family.

Each object belongs to at most one family (or rather, to exactly one if we consider ANY). This saves the overhead of keeping track of every object, which number is presumably much bigger than the number of families.

Same as the slots in a family description, the argument and local objects of a method can be tagged. Once tags are used in a method, it becomes possible to perform some static type checking on it. Note that this static checking does not imply static binding, because (just like before the introduction of tags) the same messages are sent to the same objects: the only change is that slot lookup errors now can be detected before actually executing the method.

6.2 Extended Instances

Consider the following problem: given several objects, we create a new family whose slots are the minimum common denominator among all such objects. What if some of these objects end up having more slots than the new family?

To solve this problem, we must start from the fact that the programmer explicitly asked for these objects to be submitted to the family discipline, presumably because change control (e.g. renaming or retagging slots) is appropriate. Hence, the option of leaving the "bigger" objects out of the family is unacceptable. However, these objects do not fit the idea of instance as "valid example of the family properties".

To keep the family advantages for these objects while still enforcing the family structural properties on "normal" instances, we introduce the concept of extended instances. By doing so, we honor the programmer request while still making it possible to maintain consistency inside families.
We could go one step further and assume that extended instances are actually instances of subfamilies of the family under scrutiny (either existing subfamilies or subfamilies still undefined). However, this would be second-guessing the programmer, something that we are definitely avoiding to do. Instead, the operation to move instances into subfamilies can be used if necessary.

6.3 Representation of Families

Families are represented by five objects in the workspace, which can be browsed and (restrictedly) manipulated by the programmer. They are:

1. **Manager**: through which all the other family elements are manipulated.
2. **Sharable**: which holds the slots shared by all the instances.
3. **Clonable**: which can be cloned to create instances.
4. **Descriptor**: containing a set of pairs \(<\text{slot name}, \text{family tag}\>\), where the tag is a reference to a family definition. The family descriptor and clonable are *structure-similar*.
5. **Instance set (proper instance set)**: which references all the proper instances of the family.
6. **Extended instance set**: which references all the extended instances of the family.

The instance sets have a double purpose: facilitate consistency maintenance, and allow discretionary intentional manipulation (such as queries involving all instances of a family).

To enforce the family consistency while describing it with objects that reside in the workspace, the family definition should be accessed only through the family manager.

6.4 Criteria for Similarity

The addition of the tagging mechanism requires to redefine and extend the existing relationships:

1. Two slots are *tag-similar* if they have equal name and tag.
2. Two objects are *tag-similar* if their name-similar slots are also tag-similar.
3. An object is *tag-smaller* than another if its tagged slot set (names plus tags) is a subset of the second object’s \(O_1 \lessdot O_2\).
4. If there are two objects \(O_1\) and \(O_2\), and neither of them is tag-smaller, but they do have common slots with same tags, then we say that \(O_1\) is \(X\%-tag-similar\) to \(O_2\) where \(X\) is the percentage of \(O_1\) slots that are tag-similar in both objects. Note that this ”similarity” is not symmetric.

6.5 Operations on Families and Instances

We provide several operations to create and manipulate families. These operations are explained in greater detail in [ARS91].

1. **Upgrading**: creates a new family around a group, i.e. the group is ”upgraded” to a family. If the slots in the clonable and sharable reference objects which are instances of some families, then such families become the tags of those slots. The instance sets are initially empty.
2. *Synthesis:* creates a new family from a collection of objects, by synthesizing a group from them and then upgrading it to form the new family. The tag of the new slots can be deduced by examining their value in all instances; if there is some family to which all such values belong, it becomes the tag for that slot in the new family.

3. *Distribution:* this operation is like the distribution operation for groups, but the affected objects are (implicitly) the family instance sets. Also, it preserves the tags of all distributed slots.

4. *Classification:*\(^{10}\) takes a set of objects and a threshold, and builds recursively a tree of families. First, a new family is synthesized from the given objects, and then all subsets of the set of extended instances that are \(Y\%\)-tag-similar above the given threshold are submitted to the same classification operation. The final result of classification is a "tree" of families, each of them extending or redefining their respective superfamiliy slots.

Other operations for membership validation and set manipulation are also provided (see [ARS91]).

6.6 Operations among Families

1. *Factorization:* the sharable and description of each family \(F_i\) in \(F^*\) are "factorized" to family \(F\), by making each \(F_i\) to inherit from \(F\) and removing any redundant slots from their sharable.

2. *Distribution:* given a family, a set of subfamilies and a set of slots, copies these slots from the sharable of the family into the sharable of each subfamily. This operation allows later to specialize slots in subfamilies.

3. *Merge:* combines a collection of families into a single family whose description is the lowest common denominator of them, and put all instances "too large" for the in its set of extended instances.

6.7 Subfamilies

When a family is made a *subfamily* of another, two aspects must be taken care of: slot inheritance, and slot overriding.

The first consideration is whether only behavior is inherited, or both behavior and structure are inherited. The latter option implies that some subfamilies should add more slots to their descriptions, and hence modify all of their instances. But let’s consider for a moment the intention of the programmer: he is rearranging existing families, not starting from scratch; he perhaps synthesized these families from objects which were deemed already useful; adding slots to them would be at best useless. So, we opt for *inheriting only behavior* in subfamilies. This is one of the main reasons why families provide only monomorphic typing: instances of subfamilies are *not* guaranteed to have all the slots that instances of superfamilies have, but only those inherited from the superfamiliy sharable. (The state part could be totally different in principle.)

The second question is which slots to inherit. Since only behavior (and not structure) is inherited by the subfamily, the question can be answered by looking at the slots of the sharable of both families. A set difference will suffice, with a proviso: subfamily slots referencing methods

\(^{10}\) Unfortunately, the word "familization" is too awkward for normal tastes.
can be eliminated only if they are \textit{value-similar} to some inherited slot (because otherwise they are overriding it), but subfamily slots referencing data can be eliminated even if they are \textit{tag-similar} (because data slots are overridden only if redefined with a different tag).

\section*{6.8 Identification of Potential Families}

The heuristics used to identify groups can be extended to take into account the tags that family descriptors may have.

1. If several objects are \textit{tag-similar}, then a family can be \textit{synthesized} from them.

2. If several objects are \textit{Y\%-tag-similar} both ways above certain threshold, then a family can be \textit{synthesized} from them.

3. At any time, a group can be \textit{upgraded} to a family.

4. If there are several families whose sharable are \textit{similar}, then they can be \textit{merged}.

5. If there are several families whose sharable objects are \textit{X\%-structure-similar} both ways above certain threshold, then a new family can be synthesized from them.

6. If the sharable \(T_1\) of a family is \textit{structure-smaller} than the sharable \(T_2\) of another family, then apply \textit{factorization} (slot set(\(T_2\),\(\{T_1\},T_2\)).

\section*{7 Types}

Two of the most important concepts in object-oriented programming are inheritance and polymorphism [CW85]. Polymorphism can be achieved through a variety of means, such as overloading, genericity, subtyping, and simple lack of typing. Roughly speaking, we have polymorphism by subtyping if wherever an instance of a certain kind is expected, an instance of a subkind can be given instead.

Subtyping should represent two things: first, it needs that the interfaces of both types meet some criteria (like the one of ”conformance” [Hor87]); and second, the use of a type in place of another must be meaningful. We stress the second point because the first one is usually the most (if not the only one) considered, whereas we believe that meaningfulness is the key to successful code organization. In general, inheritance for reuse of code is not enough to assert subtyping (see §7.1).

Families are useful for managing and documenting code implementation in terms of common structure, but they are not enough to describe subtyping unrelated to code inheritance. We introduce the concept of \textit{type}, which functions are: specifying an interface, mapping this interface into an implementation, and specifying subtyping. These functions are realized by providing \textit{type tags}, \textit{type structures}, and \textit{type mappings}.

Whereas a family represents a collection of objects whose consistency with a common declaration must be maintained, a type describes how a public interface specification (a description of behavior) is implemented by a family (a description of code). Types are defined with respect to families, not to single objects. An additional advantage of this is that such a type system probably would duplicate substantial parts of the family system.

Subtypes must be \textit{explicitly} stated. Since subtyping requires conformance, a problem might arise when stating a subtyping relationship between types with incompatible interfaces. Luckily, the solution follows from the fact that subtyping must also be meaningful: if the programmer
note that this does NOT mean that wherever a "list" is expected, a "stack" makes sense!! hence, stack is NOT a subtype of list

Figure 6: Code inheritance doesn’t make subtype

knows that sub is a valid subtype of super, then he also knows how to “map” their interfaces. The eventual need for such mapping suggests how to implement types: as mappings between the slots of the type interface (the type slots) and the slots of a family (the underlying family of the type).

Types provide polymorphism via subtyping, i.e. a type tag T accepts instances of the underlying family of T or of a family underlying any subtype of T.

7.1 Types and Classes

Most conventional object-oriented languages [GR89] [Str86] [Mey88] combine "classes" (a code reuse abstraction) with "types" (a polymorphism abstraction) under a single linguistic construct. In these cases, each class implicitly defines a type, and subclassing (inheritance of implementation) implicitly defines subtyping. We believe that a cleaner separation of implementation and interface can be obtained from separating classes from types [CHC90] (like in POOL [AvdL90]).

We do not take issue with implicitly defining a type for each class; on the contrary, it seems very reasonable to assume that objects brought under common management are intended to have a similar use. However, it is clear from the examples above that subtyping cannot be assumed so easily, nor be deduced from structure or inheritance. Subtyping should ensure both conformance and meaningfulness. It is to fill these two requisites at a time that families only define monomorphic typing but types define polymorphic typing.

The following two examples show clearly that, in general, two families that are related by inheritance may not be valid subtypes, and two families that are structurally different maybe valid subtypes.

Figure 6 shows that a stack might be implemented using inheritance from list, but this does not imply that a stack can go wherever a list is expected. Conversely, Figure 7 shows that a square might be implemented without using code from rectangle, but it still holds that a square can go wherever a rectangle is expected (with appropriate member renaming, of course).

7.2 Representation of Types

A type is represented with the following objects:

1. Manager: through which all other definition elements are manipulated.

2. Mapping: a set of pairs < name, reference > which indicate how type slots map to the underlying family. This allows to map types that are subtypes into families with different
note that "rectangle" and "square" do not share code, but wherever a rectangle can go, a square can go too.

hence, square is a subtype of rectangle

Figure 7: Subtypes don’t need code inheritance

slot names altogether. Note that the second element of the pair references the objects or method referenced by the family’s corresponding slot; if the family definition is changed, the appropriate slot in the type mapping must be changed too.

3. Description: a set of pairs < name, tag >, where the tag is a reference to a type definition. The tag of a slot S of a type must be a type whose underlying family is the same as the tag of the slot to which S maps. If more than one type maps to that family, then only the programmer can decide the proper type.

4. Supertypes set: a set of references to the definitions of all the type’s supertypes.

7.3 Operations on Types

We provide several operations for creating and manipulating types.

1. Create: creates a new type using a family as its underlying family. The new type maps all the public slots of the family into similar slots of the type, and deduces their type tags from the family tags of the family.

2. Create: creates a type using a family as its underlying family, but using an explicit mapping instead of deducing it from the family,

3. Subtype: defines a type as subtype of another type.

7.4 Type Deduction from Mapping

To infer a type description for a type T from a type-to-family mapping over family F, we will consider each pair < name1, name2 > in the type mapping, where name1 is the type slot name and name2 is the family slot name. These pairs are used as follows: if name1 is the name of a valid slot in family F, then its tag tag1 is looked: if the referenced family F2 has one type T2 that maps to it, then the pair < name1, name2 > is entered in the type description of T. If F2 is mapped by more that one type, then the programmer must select one.

7.5 Validity of Subtypes

A type can be subtype of more than one type (or of none at all). Unlike multiple inheritance in families, where the purpose was to reuse code from several families, "multiple supertyping" is used to indicate that a type’s instances are valid instances for several other types, like shown in Figure 8.
person
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num
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value: num
Result: boolean

... subtyping
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INT
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value: INT
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... stack of num

push: accept_num

... stack of INT
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The declaration of a subfamily by the programmer is enough to make it come true. However, the declaration of subtyping also requires that the involved types be checked for consistency.

To determine the validity of a subtyping declaration, we use the notion of *conformance* [Hor87], which we paraphrase as:

- \( T_1 \) conforms to \( T_2 \) iff the slot set of \( T_1 \) is a superset of the slot set of \( T_2 \), and for each slot \( S_i \) both in \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), the type tag of \( S_i \) in \( T_1 \) is a *subtype* of the type tag of \( S_i \) in \( T_2 \).

Note that this definition requires at least one primitive type, so new types can be built from it. For simplicity, we just provide the type \( INT \), which maps to the family \( INT \).

The validity rule implies the *covariance rule* [Mey90a] for methods with the same name, because the type tag of a slot referencing a method \( P \) is the type tag of the method argument. In other words, if types \( sub \) is a subtype of \( super \), and both types have a method \( P \), then the argument type of \( P \) in \( sub \) must be a subtype of the argument type of \( P \) in \( super \). Figure 9 shows a clear example.

We emphasize that covariance appears naturally from the definition of conformance, because a method’s type is its argument’s type.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have considered the reorganization needs of an object-based system evolving into a type-based system. We analyzed the organization and management of objects, regarding the
issues of redundancy elimination and change propagation in presence of sharing and extension. We proposed in detail a set of abstractions with increasing descriptive power and consistency requirements: *groups*, untyped descriptions of structure and inheritance (supporting sharing, no consistency, and explicit object creation); *families*, partially typed descriptions of objects structure and inheritance, with monomorphic typing and consistency maintenance (supporting sharing, consistency, and implicit object creation); and *types*, fully typed descriptions of families interfaces, with polymorphic typing by subtyping and relating implementation hierarchy to typed interfaces (defining conformance restrictions).

The distinction between inheritance for code reuse and for polymorphism is central to our effort. This reflects in the existence of monomorphic, code-oriented families versus polymorphic, interface-oriented types.

Finally, a major conclusion of our work is that it is possible to evolve free-format prototypes into strongly typed, production-quality systems. This should prove very beneficial for the use of rapid prototyping, because a common objection to it, namely its lack of safety unless fully rewritten, has been proved removable.
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